
RULE AGAINST PERPETUITIES
The Rules of all Rules In Your Entire Law School Career!



Rule Against Perpetuities

Statement of Rule: “No interest is good unless it must vest, if at all, not 
later than 21 years after some life in being at the creation of the 
interest.”



When Does RAP Apply?

Contingent Remainders

Executory Interests

Options in Gross

But not: reversions, possibilities of reverter, rights of entry, vested 
remainders



You Can Do It!

O dies in 1990 leaving “to A for life, remainder to first child of A who 
lives to age 30.”

A has no children in 1990. A dies in 2006 leaving son S, age 14.



First, Label the Interests

At O’s death (when interest was created):

• A has a life estate
• Not subject to RAP

• First child of A to live to age 30 has a contingent remainder 
(contingent because child must meet condition precedent – living 
until age 30)
• Contingent remainders are subject to RAP

• O has a reversion (not subject to RAP)



Then, Test with Measuring Life

• A measuring life (aka “life in being”) is any life that exists at the 
moment the interest in question is created, if that life is mentioned in 
the language creating the interest.

• Ask yourself: Is there any sequence of events under which the 
interest in question – viewed at the time the interest was created –
might vest more than 21 years after the end of all measuring lives?



So? “To A for life, remainder to first child of A 
who lives to age 30.”

• At O’s death (when interest was created) only A was a measuring life. 
It was possible then that the first time a child of A would reach 30 
would be later than 21 years after A’s death. (A might die leaving only 
children under 9.)

• A’s contingent remainder, therefore, is invalid under the common law 
RAP.



One More

• In 1950, O conveys “to my son Sam for life, then to my first-born 
grandchild from either Sam or from my daughter Doris.” In 1950, 
neither Sam nor Doris has children. In 1980, O dies, leaving estate to 
Charity. In 1985, Sam has a daughter Gwen. In 1990 Doris dies 
childless. In 2005, Sam dies (survived by Gwen). Who wins, Gwen or 
Charity?



Answer

Gwen. Even though gift to “first-born grandchild” was a contingent 
remainder when made (we don’t know then if there’ll ever be a 
grandchild), that gift didn’t violate the RAP. If there ever was a 
grandchild, it was certain to be born less than 21 years after the life of 
either Gwen or Sam (the measuring lives).


